
The Invention of Hugo Cabret 
 

Science 

A Trip to the Moon 
A Trip to the Moon is an old film mentioned in Hugo Cabret. Draw a picture of the moon that 
you see each night for two weeks. How does what you are seeing change? The different parts of 
the moon are seen at different times. Why does this happen? Research the phases of the moon and 
continue to chart the path in your notebook. What other changes in the night sky do you notice?  

 

Technology 

Tick Tock Clock 
Visit http://www.scholastic.com/hugocabret/  to create your own pages and story from the images 
in the book, play the Mechanical Maze, peek inside the tool chest, see drafts of the author’s 
writing and illustrations, view new images for the book, and more! 

 

Engineering 

Simple Machines 
Simple machines are the basis for many complex machines. Take a cue from Hugo and tinker 
with simple machines all around you. Build an inclined plane, use a wheel an axel, string a 
pulley, find a wedge, screw, and make a lever. Simple machines are all around us. How many can 
you find in everyday objects? Once you start to see them, use them to create a small assembly 
line. What ways can simple machines help your everyday life? 

Tinker 

Become a tinkerer like Hugo. Find objects all around and take them apart, put them together, and 
play! If something is broken in your house, get permission to take it apart and see how it works. 
Try rebuilding objects and look at everything in a new way. What do you already have that can be 
repurposed and reused in a new and inventive way? 

 

http://www.scholastic.com/hugocabret/


Art 

Sketch Diary 

Hugo Cabret is a Caldecott Award winner, given for the illustrations that help tell the story. Grab 
a small notebook and pencil; it is all you need to recreate the images in the book. Sketch images 
from your everyday life or imitate the images in the book. Try sketching wheels, gears, and 
animated inventions. 

 

Math 

Time 

Try to figure out what time different events happen in the book. Then figure out the elapsed time. 
Write your own word problems using the times you find. Then create your own word problems 
about time using different events in your life. Record your problems and as friends or family to 
try and answer them. 

Example Hugo arrives at the station at 8:45am and the last train leaves Paris at 6:18pm. How 
much time elapses from the time Hugo arrives until the last train leaves? If Hugo leaves the 
station an hour after the last train, what time does he leave the station? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Recommended Resources 

StudyJams The Moon: http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/solar-
system/moon.htm  

StudyJams Elapsed Time: 
http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/math/measurement/elapsed-time.htm  

Moon Olympics: http://teacher.scholastic.com/activities/explorations/space/level1/interactive.htm  

Math Hunt Outer Space: http://teacher.scholastic.com/mathhunt/StartGame.asp?QuizID=11  

Caldecott Home: http://www.ala.org/alsc/awardsgrants/bookmedia/caldecottmedal/caldecottmedal  

Official Book Website: http://www.theinventionofhugocabret.com/intro_flash.htm  

Wonderstruck Book: http://www.wonderstruckthebook.com/  
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